
Generating rare scenes:

• Generate scenes containing rare objects or object 

configurations

• Evaluate whether using rare scenes can improve object 

detection robustness

Investigate whether a mixed reality method can 

generate synthetic, realistic road scenes and facilitate 

the training of computer vision models.
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Training for amodal segmentation:

• Evaluate whether synthetic data and precise depth 

maps improve training & performance of amodal

segmentation models [5]

We propose a photorealistic synthetic road scene generation method 

that inserts rendered 3D objects into a real 2D photo.

• Mitsuba [3] photorealistically renders 3D vehicle models 

• Rendering uses realistic scene parameters as input

• Composite rendered vehicles onto desired photo as described in [4] 

Advantages of Our Method: 

• Produces physically accurate, photorealistic road scene images

• Provides precise 3D and geometric ground truth labels

• Takes advantage of real-world priors to improve data fidelity

• Grants high degree of control over scene generation parameters
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Challenge: Obtaining realistic, accurately-labeled, 

diverse, and large computer vision datasets

• Difficult, time-consuming, expensive to acquire & label 

real-world data

• Data is often characterized by a long tail distribution

Synthetic Data Generation Benefits: 

• Automatically computes images that imitate real-

world data distributions 

• Augments existing datasets 

• Potentially train more robust computer vision models

Applications:

• Simultaneously generate 3D ground-truth data

• Useful for traffic analysis deep learning models for 

vehicle segmentation, object tracking, 3D pose 

estimation, etc. 

Limitations of Prior Work:

• Synthetic data is not photorealistic (sim-to-real gap)

• Some relatively high computation costs 

• Lack of fine control over generation parameters

• Lack of evaluation of synthetic data for vision tasks 

other than object segmentation [1,2]
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An image example produced using our 
method. All cars in the image were 

rendered & inserted.

An example of a real traffic camera 
photo with one rendered vehicle 

inserted.

?

Objective

We can compute the  unoccluded segmentation masks from our output 
depth map and use them to train amodal segmentation models.
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An illustration of our proposed synthetic road scene generation method. 

Examples of rare objects: 
ambulance, firetruck, construction vehicle

Example of a rare object 
configuration: 

Anomalous traffic pattern

Illustration of one possible vehicle 
trajectory. 

Demonstration of our method’s geometry, 
perspective, and size consistency as a result 
of using an estimated road plane equation.
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